


 The Camrose Country Classic has annually produced many of the powerful females in the entire 
breed and the 2019 edition has an incredible offering on hand. This impressive line-up consists of 5 
progressive breeders that have dug deep into the replacement open and bred heifer pens to showcase 
the strength of each respected program. We are humbled to be able to work with the progressive breeders 
in this sale and highly impressed with the quality that is put forward once again this year.

 The Maxwell family is one of the highest respected programs in all of Canada and are synonymous 
with excellent Simmental genetics that work under every environment. Their cattle have succeeded 
throughout the country as well as into the US and Mexico, a true testament of a thriving program. WJ 
Simmentals has an awesome offering of fullblood and black bred heifers on offer and they represent one 
of the deepest herd bull pens in the industry. The Stimulus and Total Value daughters a prime example of 
the WJ program along with a Top Notch female that is as powerful as you can make them. South Seven 
has been breeding Simmentals for nearly 30 years and it reflects the strong bull sale they hold every 
spring and select female that you will find in this sale. The 5 reds and 1 full fleckvieh are prime examples 
of the strong program they have built and the power females they can produce. We welcome Tri-K to this 
prestigious sale and they are 100% committed and bringing the cream of the crop and their very best. 
The have selected a feature black along with a pair of reds and fullbloods to properly represent their herd 
and we know you will be as impressed as we are. Rancier Farms continues to grow their deep program 
that is heavily built on foundation cow families. This offering of 6 bred heifers represents many of their 
strongest cow families that will allow you to invest with confidence. 

 Return on investment has proven strong in this sale with repeat clients annually returning because 
of the past successful purchases. We encourage you to join us in Camrose on Wednesday December 
4th for an impressive set of bred and open females from 5 excellent programs. Come for the deep set of 
cattle and stay for the hospitality, the breeders behind this sale are amongst the very best in the business 
and thrive on their customers success. 

Sincerely, 
The Bohrson Marketing TeamW
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Welcome from the Maxwell families to the seventh Camrose 
Country Classic Female sale. Maxwell Simmentals is a family-
run farm, consisting of 350 purebred cows of which 150 are 
Fullblood, 120 are Red factor and 80 are Black. We have been 
breeding Simmental cattle since 1972. We are extremely happy 
with the consistency in type and quality of the set of cattle we 
have on offer. The bred heifers are all very similar in type and bred 
to easy-calving, industry leading herd sires. The heifer calves are
from the top end of our replacement pen. We are very proud 
of our cow herd and the successful bull sale we host each year, 
which a large percentage of our bulls going to repeat buyers. We 
look forward to joining the other great breeders to assemble a set 
of Simmental females that will be some of the finest sold this fall. 
If you have any questions about our sale offering or our program 
in general, please fell free to call or stop in. We always have time 
to talk cattle! From all of us, we wish you a Merry Christmas and 
all the very best in the New Year!

Maxwell Simmentals
lots 1 - 25

The Maxwell Family - Viking, AB
Glen & Leigh Maxwell - 780.385.5552 
Kevin & Pru Maxwell - 780.385.5625 

Reece Maxwell - 780.385.5394
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well established programs with 
recognizable value in their product



Raptor 392C - Sire

TKCC Carver 65C - Sire

5

    WS PILGRIM H182U 
s - TKCC CARVER 65C
    FORD RJ DOLLY Y83
    LFE THE RIDDLER 323B 
d - DEEG MS ENVY 100D
    WHEATLAND ENVY 281Z

1 NUG Nellie 2F
1241810  -  NUG 2F  -  Jan 2, 2018

AI Bred to Vision on April 14/19.
Here is a heifer that you won’t want to miss sale day. She is a 
granddaughter of the great Envy 218Z cow. 2F is a big bodied 
heifer that is still very angular and feminine. She definitely 
catches your attention when you walk into the pen. 2F’s 
dam is a very nice uddered, easy keeping young cow who we 
purchased from the Sim Power sale.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

8.2 3.2 81.9 117.2 18.1 4.5 127.91 76.54

PUREBRED
POLLED

BLACK  

BW - 91
WW - 750

    VIRGINIA MAXIMUS 
s - ANCHOR D RAPTOR 392C
    ANCHOR D ZILEY 392Z
    ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H 
d - NUG MISS43A
    NUG HICKORY 26Y

2 NUG Miss 11F
1241857  -  NUG 11F  -  Jan 10, 2018

AI Bred to Legend on March 28/19.
This heifer combines power and femininity. She is very 
complete in her make up, lots of depth, extremely long 
bodied and she is setting down a very nice udder. If you pay 
attention to numbers, this heifer has a very strong set of 
EPD’s.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

9 4.4 85.5 128.3 32.2 7.3 124.92 73.12

FULLBLOOD
HORNED

  

BW - 96
WW - 826



Red Whiskey 101B -  Sire

High Voltage 244X - Sire
6

    TNT BOOTLEGGER Z268 
s - MRL RED WHISKEY 101B
    MRL MISS 677Y
    X-T THE FORCE 2A 
d - NUG MISS 178C
    NUG MIRA 78A

3 NUG  Sierra 28F
1241983  -  NUG 28F  -  Jan 15, 2018

AI Bred to Circle G Cash 1C on Mar. 31/19
With a little restructuring of the Camrose Country Classic 
this year, we dug a little deeper in heifer pen. This may very 
well be the strongest set of bred heifers that we have offered 
in a while. This wide topped, big barreled, super broody heifer 
should be a herd bull producer. We used Circle G Cash bull, 
a Red Mountain son, on heifers last year and they were born 
easy with lots of vigor.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

4.2 5.1 84.4 121.7 24.2 5.1 122.57 74.61

PUREBRED
POLLED

RED  

BW - 95
WW - 810

    HTP/SVF DURACELL T52 
s - SS/PRS HIGH VOLTAGE 244X
    KENCO MILEY COTTONTAIL
    TESS BLACK RAMPAGE 71W 
d - NUG MISS 609D
    NUG SHAWNA 450B

4 NUG  Renata 33F
1242051  -  NUG 33F  -  Jan 17, 2018

AI Bred to Westfall Voyager on April 14/19
Very complete and attractive heifer with a very solid pedigree. 
33F is out of a moderate framed, great uddered Rampage 
daughter that is turning into a very productive young cow. 
33F has a great disposition and has that ‘mother cow’ look 
to her. 

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

12.4 1.8 75.4 106.9 19 5.6 126.48 73.42

PUREBRED
POLLED

BLACK  

BW - 86
WW - 745



7

    SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z 
s - NUG ULTIMATE 6D
    NUG PASHMENIA 403P
    LBR CROCKET R81 
d - MECK FIREFLY 76Z
    MECK JASMINE 816U

5 NUG Kora 46F
1243599  -  NUG 46F  -  Jan 20, 2018

AI Bred to Red Heat on April 17/19.
Another deep, angular heifer that is setting up a nice udder. 
Check out the cow power in this heifer’s pedigree. There is a 
good chance if we sent you through our cow herd and said 
“pick out four cows that you can take home” this heifer’s 
mother would be one of them. Kora is one of the top heifers 
we have ever offered. With her power and pedigree, she 
should become a feature cow in her new owners’ herd.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

5 4.8 82.6 124.5 27.8 4 110.56 67.83

PUREBRED
POLLED

RED  

BW - 94
WW - 780

    SGA 9X REVOLUTION 
s - SGA ZEUS 12Z
    SGA 149W WACO
    SUNNY VALLEY SARGENT 24S 
d - SGA 248A
    4L MS PUMA 16S

6 NUG Gina 49F
1277468  -  NUG 49F  -  Jan 21, 2018

AI Bred to Legend on April 14/19.
Heavily pigmented, lots of performance, highly maternal with 
an outcross pedigree. 49F came to us in dam from Sunset 
Simmentals dispersal. She was one of our picks that day and 
she has been a great investment. The Arneson family have 
always been great supporters of us over the years. If 49F turns 
out like her mother she will be a great choice on sale day. 

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

5.8 3.7 68.1 91.7 30.8 4.1 105.13 65.12

FULLBLOOD
HORNED

  

BW - 92
WW - 



Captain Morgan 11Z - Sire

8

    HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X 
s - SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
    SUNNYVALLEY BLK JENNA 88U
    WLB BULL 156S 380W 
d - NUG KIRSTEN 209B
    NUG VIOLET243M

7 NUG Amber 53F
1243605  -  NUG 53F  -  Jan 21, 2018

AI Bred to High Voltage on April 2
53F is a powerful female with a great presence to her. She 
is a very easy doing female with excellent feet and legs. A 
daughter of the popular Captain Morgan bull who has bred so 
consistent for us. Again, another heifer from a very productive 
cow family. 53F’s grandmother, 243M always weaned a good 
one. Her first attempt was the Pashmenia 403P cow that 
was purchased from the 2005 Camrose Country Classic by 
Labatte Simmentals. The 403P might have as much progeny 
in the breed as any other cow.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

6.4 4.5 76.4 115.6 27.1 5 101.86 64.88

PUREBRED
POLLED

BLACK  

BW - 92
WW - 730

    KLYBER 
s - KUNTZ DENALI 27D
    KUNTZ MISS MOSES 308A
    RPF P-10 FIRST CHOICE 
d - NUG MISS 40Y
    NUG AMIE 987W

8 NUG Sara 55F
1243611  -  NUG 55F  -  Jan 22, 2018

AI Bred to IMAX on April 4/19.
A really cowy looking Denali heifer with a lot of rib and plenty 
of capacity. We expect her to grow into one of those low 
maintenance cows that we all strive for. Her sire, Denali, is all 
meat and potatoes with a good big foot under him. Denali will 
be used heavily this year.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

3.2 5.9 75 111.6 34.3 1.7 104.36 66.15

FULLBLOOD
HORNED

  

BW - 100
WW - 730



Mr Westway 7B - Sire
9

    TNT BOOTLEGGER Z268 
s - MRL RED WHISKEY 101B
    MRL MISS 677Y
    BLI RED ADDICTION 224Z 
d - JAYSHAW MS CATRINA
    JSEE MS GUNNER 3Z

9 NUG Catrina 72F
1243865  -  NUG 72F  -  Jan 27, 2018

AI Bred to X-T Terminator on May 20/19.
72F is a moderate framed, super stout, very sound Whiskey 
daughter that should make an excellent mother cow. A cow 
that will adapt to any situation and become a top producer. 
We are very proud of this group of heifers and after over 
40 years in the business, there should be some quality and 
predictability behind every one of them. 

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

5.8 4.2 76.5 108.9 20.4 4.9 120.42 69.43

PUREBRED
POLLED

RED  

BW - 92
WW - 668

    R PLUS RELOAD 2006Z 
s - WFL MR WESTWAY 7B
    WFL BLACK NELL 1062X
    TNT GUNNER N208 
d - MECK SKITTLES 2Y
    MECK SAGE 612S

10 NUG  Treasure 82F
1243915  -  NUG 82F  -  Jan 30, 2018

AI Bred to Beef Maker on April 14/19.
Some very good genetics in this heifer, she is one we really 
like. She is long bodied, wide topped with lots of barrel and 
has the ‘brood cow’ look. Her sire, WFL 7B is one of those 
bulls that can sire a nice set of replacement heifers or some 
of our high selling bulls each year. 7B’s progeny have great 
dispositions and are very structurally correct cattle. 

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

6.6 3.6 66.6 94.7 23.3 2.2 114.69 61.93

PUREBRED
POLLED

RED  

BW - 96
WW - 772



Starwest Pol Blueprint - Sire

SVS Matrix 530C - Sire
10

    ANCHOR “T” RUSTY 59G 
s - STARWEST POL BLUEPRINT
    PHS HOMOZYGOUS XCEPTIONAL
    MF MR. EVAN 14P 
d - NUG MISS 862U
    NUG MIRA 552R

11 NUG Crystal 101F
1244254  -  NUG 101F  -  Feb 3, 2018

AI Bred to IMAX on March 27/19.
The mating between Blue Print and 862U has worked very 
well for us. 101F is a very stylish, well balanced, awesome 
temperament heifer that should make a great mother cow. 
We have a full sister to 101F that just weaned an Imax bull calf 
that looks really good. Applecross Simmentals also have a 
full brother to 101F that was one of our high selling bulls in 
2017 that they are very happy with. To top it off we have 2 
Avalanche daughters from 862U that are very productive. 
Look for an exciting polled calf from 101F when she calves.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

10.8 3.6 71.2 109 33.8 9.4 117.05 66.95

FULLBLOOD
POLLED

  

BW - 96
WW - 602

    SVS SCOUT 25X 
s - SVS MATRIX 530C
    SVS RED SATIN 21Z
    IPU 52N ACCELERATOR 222U 
d - NUG MALIBU 471B
    NUG SANDY 918W

12 NUG Melody 105F
1244260  -  NUG 105F  -  Feb 4, 2018

AI Bred to Beef Maker on March 31/19.
This big bodied, well balanced heifer is really nicely made 
in every way. She is very wide topped and deep bodied yet 
she is very angular and broody. 105F’s dame is a big bodied, 
high capacity, dark red cow with a very nice udder. Matrix 
has developed into a very impressive, heavily muscled beef 
bull who stamps his offspring very consistently. They are long 
bodied, have lots of middle, and good footed, with great hair 
coats and a gentle disposition. Sounds like the perfect bull, 
well in our world he is very close to the perfect bull.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

5.1 4.1 77 117.5 20.1 1 117.51 67.39

PUREBRED
POLLED

RED  

BW - 94
WW - 754



11

    SVS SCOUT 25X 
s - SVS MATRIX 530C
    SVS RED SATIN 21Z
    IPU 52N ACCELERATOR 222U 
d - NUG CRANBERRY 432B
    NUG KORY 915W

14 NUG Hanna 115F
1244540  -  NUG 115F  -  Feb 8, 2018

AI Bred to Beef Maker on April 9/19.
115F and 105F are three quarter sisters and are very similar in 
their make up. Again, a heifer with so much volume, presence 
and broodiness. With her power and her pedigree, she should 
be a top producer in her new owners’ herd. These two Matrix 
daughters are the kind we strive to make, and we think the 
industry will always have a place for.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

5.5 3.8 75.5 115.3 17.2 2.1 115.7 66.58

PUREBRED
POLLED

RED  

BW - 93
WW - 674

    SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z 
s - NUG GERONIMO 23C
    NUG BARBIE 941W
    IPU 52N ACCELERATOR 222U 
d - 2R LACEY 7Z
    MISS PARKHILL 121U

15 NUG Marla 119F
1244552  -  NUG 119F  -  Feb 11, 2018

AI Bred to Cash 1C on April 11/19.
This is another heifer that catches your attention when you 
walk into the heifer pen. Words like capacity, big ribbed, 
and broody come to mind when you analyze this gentle 
dispositioned heifer. These heifers are all bred to calving ease 
bulls that should be born easy, get up early and get on with 
things.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

6 4 81.7 123.4 21.6 2.9 120.39 72.68

PUREBRED
POLLED

RED  

BW - 97
WW - 666



12

    LFE AUTHORITY 534Y 
s - LFE FS LEWIS 524B
    LFE MISS BEAT 2008P
    BAR KR AVALANCHE 52X 
d - NUG BARDETTA 577C
    VIRGINIAS MS MARISSA 53W

16 NUG Marsha 125F
1287206  -  NUG 125F  -  Feb 16, 2018

AI Bred to Metro on April 5/19.
125F has a pedigree that is filled with maternal greats. Deep 
ribbed, easy fleshing and setting up a very nice udder. We are 
very excited about the potential all of these heifers have to 
offer their new owners. 

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

4.8 5.1 71.7 102.4 33.8 5.8 105.43 63.97

FULLBLOOD
HORNED

  

BW - 92
WW - 720

    CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U 
s - NUG RADIANCE 11D
    NUG MONARCH 134A
    JNR’S PHILOSOPHY 
d - NUG TRACY 623D
    NUG CINNOMINN 433B

17 NUG Authentic 9G
1279864  -  NUG 9G  -  Jan 6, 2019

Dark red, goggle eyed, pear shaped heifer with plenty of 
depth of body and very strong topped. Again, a heifer with a 
very strong cow family.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

5.3 4.8 74.7 103.4 30.3 6.2 101.92 64.78

FULLBLOOD
HORNED

  

BW - 90
WW - 792

LFE FS Lewis 524B - Sire



Cash 1C - Sire

13

    KWA FLYF RED MOUNTAIN 16Z 
s - CIRCLE G CASH 1C
    SWAN LAKE NO SECRET 76A
    X-T THE FORCE 2A 
d - NUG FRANCES 92E
    NUG MISS 269U

18 NUG Mandy 10G
1279865  -  NUG 10G  -  Jan 6, 2019

We used Cash 1C quite heavily the last two years through our 
AI program. He calves very easy yet the end result at weaning 
time seems very good. A nice fronted heifer with a very 
sound structure in a very well balanced, attractive package. 
10G comes to you with a very nice set of numbers. 

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

9.7 1.5 71.4 105.8 30.6 7 132.81 74.03

PUREBRED
POLLED

RED  

BW - 81
WW - 790

    DOUBLE BAR D SPITFIRE 20X 
s - STARWEST TOTAL VALUE
    PHS POLLED WINFALL 27W
    CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U 
d - NUG SUZIE 580C
    NUG PEARL 12Z

19 NUG Misty 30G
1280073  -  NUG 30G  -  Jan 13, 2019

If you are in the business to raise herd bulls then this is 
probably the heifer for you. 30G has been a pasture favourite 
all summer long. You have to appreciate this heifer for her 
easy doing, soft made, mellow breed character. Extra length 
of body, lots of performance with plenty of hair. Again, if 
cow families are important to you, she has some good ones 
stacked in her pedigree. We think this heifer is the kind to 
compliment the polled full blood business.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

2.7 5.9 84 124.6 29.6 0.7 109.62 69.31

FULLBLOOD
HORNED

  

BW - 96
WW - 858



14

    MRL CAPONE 130B 
s - MRL REGULATOR 148D
    MRL MISS 677Y
    IPU 52N ACCELERATOR 222U 
d - NUG SHASTA 208B
    NUG  VANESSA 825U

20 NUG Karla 38G
1281387  -  NUG 38G  -  Jan 16, 2019

A well balanced, moderate framed heifer with lots of eye 
appeal, and plenty of capacity. We are very pleased with the 
regulator calves, both male and female. They all have that 
dark red colour, are very soft sided and just keep stacking on 
the maternal power. We like Regulator himself for his length 
of body, excess capacity and good big feet combined with a 
pedigree full of cow power. 

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

3.5 4.6 76.9 114 27.8 2.7 116.46 68.83

PUREBRED
POLLED

RED  

BW - 93
WW - 810

    NCB COBRA 47Y 
s - NUG ENCORE 259E
    MAF POCAHONTAS 164B
    IPU 52N ACCELERATOR 222U 
d - 2R LACEY 7Z
    MISS PARKHILL 121U

21 NUG Misty 51G
1281616  -  NUG 51G  -  Jan 19, 2018

Here is one that should get your attention on sale day, clean 
fronted, wide topped with that extra depth of body. She is 
sired by the Encore bull who is one of our very popular, high 
selling bulls in 2018 purchased by XRC Simmentals. Misty’s 
mom, 7Z, has had five daughters, two in our herd, one 
purchased by Kuntz Simmentals and the 119F bred heifer also 
in the sale. She is one of those cows that always produces a 
good one and looks good doing it.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

6.1 3.5 72 107 22.4 3.7 119.17 65.93

PUREBRED
POLLED

BLACK  

BW - 93
WW - 766



15

    MRL CAPONE 130B 
s - MRL REGULATOR 148D
    MRL MISS 677Y
    IPU 52N ACCELERATOR 222U 
d - NUG MISS 34A
    NUG MISS 590R

22 NUG Georgina 59G
1281624  -  NUG 59G  -  Jan 21, 2019

This is one of our feature red heifers. We feel this heifer has a 
lot of potential. She is mothered by a really good Accelerator 
daughter that goes back to some really dark red good 
uddered cows. 59G herself is deep, angular, attractive, good 
haired and a brood cow in the making. 

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

3.5 5 74.5 109 22.1 2.6 115.51 66.36

PUREBRED
POLLED

RED  

BW - 94
WW - 840

    SPRINGCREEK LINER 104S 
s - SPRINGCREEK DRIVER 135Z
    SPRINGCREEK BK STORMY 61T
    WS OPTIMAL VISION S28 
d - D BAR C BLK MUMBO 80X
    D BAR C BLK MUMBO 894U

23 NUG Sensation 68G
1281651  -  NUG 68G  -  Jan 24, 2019

A fancy heifer with a little different pedigree that you have 
to appreciate for her overall power and performance. Her 
mother, 80X, is another one of those cows that just seems 
to produce all heifers. We have four daughters in the herd, 
Labatte Simmentals have one. Sunrise Simmentals and 
ourselves have purchased the semen rights on the Driver 
135Z bull. A very strong maternal pedigree backed by a great 
weaning and yearling numbers. He is a bull we thought would 
work well on Captain Morgan daughters. So far things look 
pretty good. 

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

4.8 4.5 93.3 141.9 27 3 127.85 78.6

PUREBRED
POLLED

BLACK  

BW - 97
WW - 882



16

    MRL CAPONE 130B 
s - MRL PRECISION 143E
    MRL MISS 2435Z
    SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z 
d - NUG WILLOW 461B
    MECK QUEENIE 336N

24 NUG Violet 95G
1282024  -  NUG 95G  -  Jan 30, 2019

Stylish, pear shaped with plenty of rib and very good haired. 
She is from a cow family full of powerful, big bodied females. 
Again, I think you have to appreciate the pedigree behind this 
heifer.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

4.9 3.6 69.3 106.7 24.8 1.2 108.37 63.94

PUREBRED
POLLED

BLACK  

BW - 90
WW - 780

    BAR 5 SA HARRACH 801P 
s - BAR KR AVALANCHE 52X
    BAR KR MS RUSTY 68N
    LFE JUSTIFIED 7328X 
d - NUG SANDY 554C
    NUG MONIQUE 893U

25 NUG Beauty 100G
1282032  -  NUG 100G  -  Feb 1, 2019

We all read these foot notes, and one line that you hear a lot 
is ‘we sure shouldn’t be selling this one.’ Well here is a heifer 
put together pretty darn good, a pedigree that is full of some 
of the breeds great genetics. The cow family behind this 
heifer is as good as we have in our full blood division. We feel 
this heifer has a lot of potential, one we should be keeping to 
raise herd bulls. 

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

7.2 4.4 81.2 116.6 30.2 5.5 116.19 70.38

FULLBLOOD
HORNED

  

BW - 92
WW - 764

Bar KR Avalanche 52X - Sire



 Hello and welcome to this year’s Camrose Classic. They say change is inevitable and with writing this we wish to send the best of wishes 
to South Holden Simmentals as well as Skor Simmentals as they both are leaving the Simmental Breed and will surely be missed. We would 
also like to welcome Rancier Farms and Tri K Cattle as they will be great additions to our sale. As always we have selected heifer’s right out of the 
top of the pen. This year’s consignments are sired by our walking bulls RF/Rust Stimulus 610D and LRX Total Value 163C. Both have bred beyond 
our expectations and we are extremely happy to be sharing these genetics with the breed. If you are in the area please feel free to stop for a 
beverage and a tour of the cattle, or feel free to call we will be happy to answer any questions you may have. Thank you for attending the sale.

 Byron, Bernice and Wyatt

WJ Simmentals
lots 26 - 31
Byron Johnson & Family - Amisk, AB
Byron - 780-856-2175

Total Value 163C - Sire
17

    STARWEST TOTAL VALUE 
s - LRX TOTAL VALUE 163C
    LRX MS 132Z
    GRINALTA’S SUPERB DP106R 
d - WJS WIN & REIGN DPFF148X
    GRINALTA’S POLLED RAIN

26WJS Value-rie 832F
1246944  -  WJS 832F  -  Jan 16, 2018

AI Bred to Crossroad Radium 789U on April 5/19.  
Ultra-sounded safe
Here is an opportunity to own a female that we believe has 
the makings of turning into a great one and definitely one 
that really hurts to sell. She has a tremendous spring of rib 
and brood cow written all over her. Homo polled Fullbloods 
of this caliber don’t come along very often and we are very 
proud to have raised her. 

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

-0.9 8.6 90.3 133.9 25.4 -1.9 91.66 68.3

FULLBLOOD
HOMO POLLED

DILUTER FREE  

BW - 108
WW - 847



 Radium 789U - Service Sire

Total Value - Grandsire
18

    SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R 
s - SOUTH SEVEN TOPNOTCH 29T
    SOUTH SEVEN KELTIE 2K
    SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z 
d - WJS COVER GIRL 510C
    PHS YOUR CHOICE

27 WJS Top Model 819F
1246294  -  WJS 819F  -  Jan 10, 2018

AI Bred to to Crossroad Radium 789U on April 5/19. 
Ultra-sounded safe.
A Full Fleckvieh heifer who’s grandam is our donor cow PHS 
54y. She looks to be another very strong uddered cow which 
seems to be a common theme with the 54y progeny. Sired 
by Southseven Topnotch this dark red heifer also has a great 
disposition.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

1.1 6.9 78.3 107.9 31.2 -0.1 105.83 65.41

FULL FLECKVIEH
HORNED

  

BW - 97
WW - 802

    STARWEST TOTAL VALUE 
s - LRX TOTAL VALUE 163C
    LRX MS 132Z
    JNR GRANITE 
d - WJS MS GRANITE 76Z
    GRINALTA’S PANTHEA 66P

28 WJS Fair Value 824F
1246988  -  WJS 824F  -  Jan 12, 2018

AI Bred to to Crossroad Radium 789U on April 5/19. 
Ultra-sounded safe.
Stout well-made daughter of LRX total Value here. A touch 
lighter colored than what’s typical for “Robb” progeny, but 
very good in her own right. A brood cow in the making backed 
by another very strong cow family for us!

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

1.7 5.4 85.5 126.6 31.4 1.2 110.23 71.63

FULLBLOOD
POLLED

  

BW - 93
WW - 921



Grand Fortune - Grandsire

Stimulus 610D - Sire

19

    TNGL GRAND FORTUNE Z467 
s - RF/RUST STIMULUS 610D
    RF NOT JUST A FLIRT 404B
    MADER FULL MONEY 145X 
d - WJS MS FULL MONEY 402B
    WJS MS PERFECTO 69Z

29WJS She’s Stimulating 804F
1241325  -  WJS 804F  -  Jan 2, 2018

AI Bred to CCLT Alliance 91C on April 5/19. 
Ultra-sounded safe.
She’s Stimulating is a feminine, moderate, easy doing heifer. 
This will be the first set of females we are selling from the 
$65000 RF/Rust Stimulus 610D. We are very pleased on how 
he is breeding for us and with the Flirt cow in the background 
his females will be awesome. Her mother is a beautiful cow 
with an excellent udder. A maternal sister to WJS 804F was 
purchased by W2 at last year’s sale. WJS 804F is bred to CCLT 
Alliance. Here’s a chance to purchase tried and true genetics 
for your herd this year.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

6 3.3 74.5 108.5 25.4 2.7 119.55 69.84

PUREBRED
POLLED

HOMO BLACK  

BW - 89
WW - 865

    TNGL GRAND FORTUNE Z467 
s - RF/RUST STIMULUS 610D
    RF NOT JUST A FLIRT 404B
    20/20 BLACK PROPERY 36P 
d - XXX MS 20/20 871T
    EDD MISS BIGFOOT 371N

30WJS Ms Stimulus 823F
1246891  -  WJS 823F  -  Jan 12, 2018

AI Bred to CCLT Alliance 91C on April 5/19. 
Ultra-sounded safe.
As purebred breeders we strive to build a program around 
good honest cow families. WJS 823F comes from one of 
these. Her grandmother XXX 871 is still producing quality at 
13yrs of age. Three of her daughters have gone into our herd, 
and her last four heifers including this one have been sold 
through this sale.  Fertility, longevity and quality are just a few 
words to describe this bloodline. With females like this it is 
easy to sell with confidence and know WJS 823F will go on to 
be a front end cow in any herd. 

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

8 1.4 65.6 101 28.1 7.1 124.9 68.16

PUREBRED
HOMO POLLED

HOMO BLACK  

BW - 88
WW - 775



South Seven Farms
lots 32 - 37

Rob, Linden & Nolan Stuart   
Rob  780-632-9358   

Box 2118 - Vegreville, AB - T9C IT3
sseven@telusplanet.net

Welcome to the eighth annual Camrose Classic female sale. We have been breeding simmental cattle for nearly thirty years and 
our numbers are at a level where expansion is not in the picture. Therefore we allowed Brohson Marketing to select from the top 
end of the herd. All are backed by proven cow families and should become productive females. The females are under a total herd 
health program and given ivomec before the sale. The breds their first shot of scourguard. We feel fortunate to sell with some of 
the finest breeders in the industry and look forward to you joining us on December 4th. Feel free to call or drop by prior to the sale.

Rob Stuart

    TNGL GRAND FORTUNE Z467 
s - RF/RUST STIMULUS 610D
    RF NOT JUST A FLIRT 404B
    20/20 BLACK PROPERY 36P 
d - XXX MS 20/20 770T
    XXX MS BIGFOOT 870P

31 WJS Ms Stimulus 826F
1246889  -  WJS 826F  -  Jan 14, 2018

AI Bred to CCLT Alliance 91C on April 5/19. 
Ultra-sounded safe.
Another Stimulus daughter that will catch your attention. 
When we saw Stimulus while on our hunt for a new black 
herd bull we couldn’t help but admire his foot quality and 
leg structure, two traits that are very important to us.  With 
the maternal side of Stimulus being the Flirt cow family 
deciding we need to own him was an easy decision to 
make. 826F is a ¾ sister to 823f and she is also backed by a 
cow that has longevity, excellent feet and still an awesome 
udder again at 13.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

7.7 2 71.8 110.3 25 6.8 123.71 70.83

PUREBRED
HOMO POLLED

HOMO BLACK  

BW - 86
WW - 805
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Service Sire - Festus 15F

    SAJ RED EQUALIZER 7U 
s - MCINTOSH SONNY 44C
    MISS R PLUS 8297U
    LFE RED CASINO 3036X 
d - RAINALTA FREDA CASINO 95A
    RAINALTA FREDA REGAL 46X

32 South Seven Miss Sonny 90F
1249854  -  STU 90F  -  Feb 22, 2018

PE to South Holden Festus 15F from Apr. 13 - JUNE 1/19. 
Observed bred on April 16/19
A bred heifer whose dam is also the mother to Escalade, the 
sire of the three open heifers. Her first calf sold as a bred to 
McIntosh Livestock, second a open to 4C Cattle Company, 
third was Escalade and now this bred. This years calf is a full 
brother to Escalade in the bull pen. The sire Sonny is a super 
sound and has exceeded our expectations. She’s dark red, 
tons of hair, deep bodied and all on a moderate frame. Most 
exciting part is whose she’s bred to, Festus a Prime Beef son. He 
ranks above average in 12 of the 13 EPD’s. A real curve bender.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

3.3 5.1 71.6 105.5 20 0.2 95.29 59.42

PUREBRED
POLLED

RED  

BW - 100
WW - 720

    SAJ RED EQUALIZER 7U 
s - MCINTOSH SONNY 44C
    MISS R PLUS 8297U
    SOUTH SEVEN TOPNOTCH 29T 
d - SOUTH SEVEN MISS 41X
    SOUTH SEVEN MISS LANCE 25R

33 South Seven Miss Sonny 93F
1249856  -  STU 93F  -  Feb 24, 2018

AI Bred to MRL RED FORCE on Mar 29/19.
PE to South Holden Festus 15F from Apr. 13 - JUNE 1/19. 
Here’s a bred that has the potential to become a very 
productive cow. The reds off of my fullbloods, that first 
cross have raised some of my best calves. We preg checked 
middle of june and in the vets opinion he would not confirm 
100 percent to AI breeding.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

-1.5 7.6 80.8 114.4 29.6 -2.5 93.2 62.99

PUREBRED
POLLED

RED  

BW - 102
WW - 836
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    GREAT GUNS FERDINAND 13Z 
s - SOUTH SEVEN FERDI 3D
    M-RIDGE BRIANA 064B
    BLCC MR ADONIS 30X 
d - SOUTHSEVEN MISS ADONIS91C
    SOUTHSEVEN MISS JAZZ 29W

34 South Seven Miss Ferdi 59F
1249590  -  STU 59F  -  Jan 29, 2018

AI Bred to FGAF Guerrero 810Y on April 4/19. Safe to AI.
PE to South Holden Festus 15F from Apr. 13 - JUNE 1/19
The resulting calf will be a mix of old genetics with new. Her 
sire Ferdi was a bull we used in the 90’s and made a major 
impact in our herd. Add the Jazzman bull in the pedigree that 
we used in the early 2000 (ASA Grand Champion) and finish it 
off with the Adonis (Sire of Stuey) that still walks our pastures. 
Almost three decades of proven genetics.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

5.1 4.9 73.9 100.4 33.6 6.8 108.52 66.68

FULL FLECKVIEH
HORNED

  

BW - 81
WW - 836

    WFL WESTCOTT 24C 
s - SOUTHSEVEN ESCALADE 26E
    RAINALTA FREDA CASINO 95A
    THSR BOMBARDIER U802 
d - SOUTH SEVEN MISS RED 5Z
    SOUTH SEVEN MELODY 69M

35 South Seven Miss Grayce 44G
1285683  -  STU 44G  -  Jan 27, 2019

This open heifer comes from one our most consistent 
cow families in our herd. She goes back to “Melody” who’s 
pedigree is seen though out our program. Her dam STU 5Z is 
writing her own chapter. All six of her calves have either been 
retained or sold for breeding. At last years Classic a Westcott 
bred from her sold to Century Simmentals and the resulting 
bull calf is a definite keeper. The consistency continues.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

7.5 2.9 68.1 98.6 24.4 5.9 116.41 64.93

PUREBRED
POLLED

RED  

BW - 90
WW - 746
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    WFL WESTCOTT 24C 
s - SOUTHSEVEN ESCALADE 26E
    RAINALTA FREDA CASINO 95A
    WHEATLAND BULL 351A 
d - SOUTH SEVEN MISS RED 71C
    SOUTH SEVEN MISS 81X

36 South Seven Miss Genny 6G
1285579  -  STU 6G  -  Jan 9, 2019

A open heifer sired by Escalade a Westcott son that sold to 
H BAR M Land and Cattle but were very fortunate enough 
to buy an interest back into. Escalade’s dam was purchased 
at Checkers where we thought she stood out and continues 
to five years later. Genny’s dam is a blazed faced Wheaty 
daughter with a square tight udder, a real strength he past on 
to his daughters. The resulting heifer combines the strength 
of both pedigrees.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

5.7 4.8 74.8 106.5 17.3 1.8 112.08 65.59

PUREBRED
POLLED

RED  

BW - 95
WW - 814

    WFL WESTCOTT 24C 
s - SOUTHSEVEN ESCALADE 26E
    RAINALTA FREDA CASINO 95A
    SOUTH SEVEN TOPNOTCH 29T 
d - SOUTH SEVEN MISS REDTOP
    SOUTHSEVEN MISS 26W

37 South Seven Miss Godiva 38G
1285673  -  STU 38G  -  Jan 25, 2019

One of my favorite Escalade replacement heifers that has 
a little more Fleck infuence. She’s deep, loose hided and 
weighed 840lbs at weaning with no creep. The consistency 
of all the Escalade heifer calves is what really impresses me 
and what Daryl echoed when he walked though the pasture. 
We had nineteen heifer calves from him with an average 
birth weight of 88lbs.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

3.7 5.3 75.7 107.3 29 1.3 108.84 66.28

PUREBRED
POLLED

RED  

BW - 91
WW - 840



Bounty Hunter - Service Sire
24

Hello and welcome to the 8th Annual Camrose Country Classic. We would like to start off by saying thank you to the contributors and 
management for inviting and allowing us to be a part of the great female sale. Bred heifers are on a spring vaccination protocol with bovishield 
FP5 and Ultrabac7. They will have their first shot of scourbos as well. Ultrasounded in June and then again this fall. Open heifers have bovishield 
gold 1-shot and Ultrabac7. Ultrasounded open. Any questions please don’t hesitate to give either of us a call. We look forward to seeing you 
December 4th in Camrose.

Tri-K Cattle
lots 38 - 42
The Hodges Family
Keith 780-831-7999  Keiran 780-933-5637
Box 655  - Beaverlodge, AB

    LFE VIPER 455U 
s - NCB COBRA 47Y
    NCB MISS DREAM 22T
    3D BLK FULL THROTTLE 483X 
d - SKORS DAKOTA 217C
    SKORS DAKOTA 241Z

38KKH Dakota 122F
1259567  -  KKH 122F  -  Jan 1, 2018

AI Bred to WLB Bounty Hunter 365C on March 27/19. Safe
PE to KKH Specialist from April 5 to June 1/19
We start out our offering with a solid cobra female we are 
pretty high on. There is so much to like with this heifer, clean 
fronted, deep bodied and setting up and nice udder. Her dam 
is a strong cow from Skors whose first calf raised one of the 
top bulls in our 2020 sale bull pen. Predictable and proven 
pedigree on both sides. An early mating to Bounty Hunter will 
compliment this heifer very nicely.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

8.7 2.7 75.6 120.3 20.6 6.5 122.43 68

PUREBRED
POLLED

BLACK  

BW - 90
WW - 778



Sleep Easy 140D - Sire

Cash 1C - Service Sire

25

    BLI RED ADDICTION 224Z 
s - JSEE MR CARISMA
    JAYSHAW ZANDRA
    CROSSROAD CHEVALIER 163Z 
d - KKH MORGAN 77D
    NUG MORGAN 91A

39 KKH Morgan 124F
1259569  -  KKH 124F  -  Jan 6, 2018

AI Bred to Circle G Cash 1C on March 27/19. Safe
PE to KKH Specialist from April 5 to June 1/19
Right from the top of our Reds comes this long bodied Carisma 
daughter. 124F comes from a dandy of a Chevalier female. The 
Chevalier daughters are some of the best uddered cows on the 
farm and boy can they produce! Dark red, big ribbed this heifer is 
easy to like. Only because we have a full sibling in the replacement 
pen does this heifer get to leave the farm. Early breeding to Circle G 
Cash makes for an intriguing twist on things but also makes it that 
much harder to let her go. We have used Cash semen for two years 
before it went public and have been extremely impressed with 
the results. The resulting calf from this mating having an outcross 
pedigree might be something to watch for. I would be hoping for a 
bull calf…

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

7 2.5 66.5 101.9 30.5 3.7 123.58 66.06

PUREBRED
POLLED

RED  

BW - 79
WW - 814

    KUNTZ SHERIFF 8A 
s - MRL SLEEP EASY 140D
    MRL MISS 836W
    MRL MATRIX 38B 
d - KKH MS ZOE 56D
    SOUTHHOLDEN ZOE 58Z

KKH Zoe 15G
1281479  -  KKH 15G  -  Jan 12, 2019

Sweet heart of a heifer that puts everything together and is the 
exact females we strive to produce. So much body, a touch 
of extra muscling, easy doing and loads of hair with a great 
temperament. She stood out alongside her dam all summer. 
The matrix sons have caused a bit of stir the last couple years 
but now we are seeing the females leave there mark. The 
matrix mommas can PRODUCE. Visitors are blown away with 
their depth of body, udder and foot quality, they just have the 
look and the best part is they pass it down to their offspring. 
This girl is exactly what I had in mind when crossing Sleep Easy 
on the Matrix females. Cool pedigree and dark red, this one will 
raise herdbulls. You can sleep easy owning this one.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

4.9 5 78.7 113.4 19.8 1.4 110.54 64.77

PUREBRED
POLLED

RED  

BW - 103
WW - 870

40



Lot 42
26

    CHERRY CREEK EXCLUSIVE 7W 
s - BIG SKY EDDY 101B
    BIG SKY HERO 99Y
    BEE RED DRAGON 212Y 
d - KKH DIANA 87D
    CROSSROAD ZINDIANA 637Z

41 KKH Diana 12G
1281476  -  KKH 12G  -  Jan 12, 2019

Our first time coming to town with females from our 
Fullblood Division. 12G is a very attractive female who always 
seems to catch your eye out in the pen. It’s hard to get any 
better of a paint job then this heifer has. Super disposition 
and out of a productive cow family. 12G dam is a young cow 
that impresses us with her progeny.  Breed her how you want 
and reap the rewards.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

6.6 4.6 62.1 89.4 33.6 5.5 113.95 64.03

FULLBLOOD
HORNED

  

BW - 89
WW - 798

    CHERRY CREEK EXCLUSIVE 7W 
s - BIG SKY EDDY 101B
    BIG SKY HERO 99Y
    CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U 
d - CROSSROAD ZINDIANA 637Z
    CROSSROAD 94R

42 KKH Diana 23G
1281891  -  KKH 23G  -  Jan 15, 2019

I have admired this calf from an early age. Deep and soft 
made just a correct made heifer. Her dam is a Z model 
cow great feet and can really produce. Note 637z is also the 
granddam to the heifer above. These fullblood heifer calves 
come from a strong cow family. The eddy females have nice 
udders. I truly feel this heifer will make on heck of a cow.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

4.4 6.4 67.2 93.1 32 4.6 106.59 63.14

FULLBLOOD
HORNED

  

BW - 100
WW - 784



Rust 5303C- Full sister to Dam
27

We are excited to join this strong group of breeders to welcome you to the 8th annual Camrose 
Country Classic Sale. Since day one, we have been dedicated to building a program around 
superior cow families with a focus on udders, feet, and high volume females that have the 
ability to produce high quality calves with performance.  The breds selling here are from the 
heart of our program and are all bred early to AI sires and ultrasounded safe to that service.  
If you have any questions about our offering or our program please let us know.  We look 
forward to visiting with you at the sale and if you are in the area we would love to show you the 
sale heifers, their dams and their brothers in the bull pen.

Rancier Farms
lots 43 - 48
Garth, Ang & Family - Killam, AB
Garth - 780-385-5313

    MRL PRETTY RECKLESS 68B 
s - ERIXON RELENTLESS 110D
    SKORS BLACK RENOWNED 304Y
    MR HOC BROKER 
d - RUST MISS 5304C
    RF FLIRTIN FOR CERTIN 37U

43 RF Flirt 820F
1242444  -  GNR 820F  -  Jan 3, 2018

AI Bred to WS Proclamation on Mar 22/19. Safe to AI date
Flirt 820F is a heifer that should have had a halter on her, taken to 
some shows and collected some banners. The reason she didn’t 
is because we never intended to sell her, but we are going to be 
excited to see what she will do for her new owners.  She’s soggy 
made, big barreled,  proud fronted, and has that perfect blaze.  Her 
dam is a beautiful uddered, awesome footed, productive cow and 
goes back to one of our most prolific and productive donors, 37U.  A 
full sister to her dam was a high seller to Hudson Pines in New York 
out of the Rust Mountain View female sale in North Dakota.  Her sire, 
Erixon Relentless, was a high seller to Deeg Simmentals and has left 
a strong set of both sons and daughters.  Early service to the exciting 
new sire, Proclamation, that has a very high probability of being a 
heifer calf according to the ultrasound. 

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

5.2 3.5 71 97 17.9 1.5 109.32 63.69

PUREBRED
POLLED

BLACK  

BW - 89
WW - 710

Flirtin For Certain 37U- Grandam



IRCC Bombshell - Dam

Tess 25T - Granddam
28

    TNT 90 PROOF Z401 
s - WFL WESTCOTT 24C
    WFL SWEET LICIOUS 1044X
    MR HOC BROKER 
d - IRCC BOMBSHELL 418B
    IRCC WISH LIST 923W

44 RF Bombshell 826F
1241364  -  GNR 826F  -  Jan 5, 2018

AI Bred to WHL Gold Key 1619D on Mar 22/19. Safe to AI date
Bombshell 826F is as soggy and powerful as you can make one yet 
is still feminine and broody. We teamed up with Canadian Donors 
to purchase her dam and she was a $37,000 high seller in the Indian 
River Sale that day and has gone on to be an awesome uddered, very 
productive donor cow.  The mating to Westcott really clicked and a 
full sister heifer calf will sell in Friday Night Lights. We are extremely 
happy with our first set of milking daughters by Westcott and they 
are extremely productive young females. The early mating to Gold 
Key has the potential to make an extremely profitable mating.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

4.1 4.9 84.1 123.4 24.7 1.4 124.39 74.17

PUREBRED
POLLED

BLACK  

BW - 76
WW - 744

    W/C LOCK DOWN 206Z 
s - WS STEPPING STONE B44
    WS MS UPGRADE Z15
    SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z 
d - RF TESS 688D
    SPRINGCREEK BLK TESS 25T

45 RF Tess 810F
1242427  -  GNR 810F  -  Jan 1, 2018

AI Bred to WS Proclamation on Mar 22/19. Safe to AI date
Tess 810F is another blaze faced female backed by a powerful 
cow family.  Her dam is a maternal sister to the great 
Springcreek Lotto 52Y and weaned off one of the heaviest 
bulls in our pen this fall.  Her grand dam, Springcreek Tess 
25T was a high seller in the Springcreek Female sale and has 
gone on to be a big time producer for Ultra Livestock.  The 
Stepping Stone cattle add lots of  calving ease without giving 
up performance and are turning into nice uddered, strong 
footed, productive females.  Another early service to the new 
exciting sire, Proclamation.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

9.5 1.6 77.6 121.1 29.8 3.5 131.55 74.72

PUREBRED
POLLED

BLACK  

BW - 75
WW - 752
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    REMINGTON LOCK N LOAD 54U 
s - TJSC BOONE PICKENS 46C
    TJSC KNOCKOUT 121Y
    OLF ODIN U5 
d - KEYSTONE FIRST CLASS 1Y
    RTC/JETS UPPER CLASS 40U

46 RF/RUST First Class 817F
1241895  -  GNR 817F  -  Jan 2, 2018

AI Bred to WS Proclamation on Mar 22/19. Safe to AI date
First Class 817F is an extremely classy made, long bodied, bold 
ribbed female.  The Boone Pickens calves were popular last 
fall and they add an extra splash of style without sacrificing 
any power or muscle.  The bottom side of the pedigree 
adds cow power with the 1Y donor cow.  She has a long list 
of accomplishments including sons and daughters being in 
the Rust Champion Denver Pens and long list of daughters 
working in many great herds all around Canada and the US. 
Another early service to the exciting new sire, Proclamation.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

14.6 0.2 54.1 79.8 25.1 8 122.69 60.85

PUREBRED
POLLED

BLACK  

BW - 89
WW - 610

    TNGL GRAND FORTUNE Z467 
s - RF/RUST STIMULUS 610D
    RF NOT JUST A FLIRT 404B
    RF DOUBLE UP 37W 
d - RF ON A MISSION 462B
    RF ON A MISSION 12U

47 RF On A Mission 836F
1242514  -  GNR 836F  -  Jan 7, 2018

AI Bred to WHL Gold Key 1619D on April 14/19. Safe to AI
On A Mission 836F is an extremely long bodied female 
backed by a great uddered, big bodied dam.  Her dam was a 
successful show heifer for Cole McMahon.  Cole also showed 
a full sister to 462B and she was a many time champion for 
him including Supreme Champion at the Calgary Stampede 
Summer Synergy show.  Sired by RF Stimulus, that was a high 
seller to WJ Simmentals and Hughalta Farms and is doing 
a great job siring high performance sons, but we think his 
real mark will be made in the daughters he leaves.  Due mid 
January to Gold Key.

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

7 3.6 72.5 111.5 22.2 4.6 125.31 71.32

PUREBRED
POLLED

BLACK  

BW - 98
WW - 716

RF 609D - 1Y Granddaughter

Rust Miss 3128A - Mat. Sib

GNR 327A- Full Sib to dam

GNR 462B - Dam



RDD 25Y - Grandam

30

    W/C LOCK DOWN 206Z 
s - WS STEPPING STONE B44
    WS MS UPGRADE Z15
    RF CAPTAIN BLACK 430B 
d - RF COVERGIRL 635D
    DEEG MS COVER GIRL 25Y

48 RF Covergirl 835F
1242455  -  GNR 835F  -  Jan 7, 2018

AI Bred to WHL Gold Key 1619D on March 25/19. Safe to AI
Covergirl 835F is another stylish Stepping Stone daughter 
that is angular and big ribbed.  Her dam is one of our favorite 
young cows and the bottom side of her pedigree is filled with 
generations of some prominent, high producing females.  
An early service Gold Key, who is siring calving ease and 
performance all in one package. 

ce bw ww yw milk mce api ti

7 2.7 77.5 119.8 23.3 2 128.73 73.79

PUREBRED
POLLED

BLACK  

BW - 82
WW - 612

Terms & Conditions
TERMS: The terms of the sale are cash, cheque, and wire transfers, payable at par at the sale location unless satisfactory payment arrangements have been made prior to the sale with seller, buyer and Bohrson Marketing Services. Bohrson Marketing 

Services reserves the right to require a certified cheque as settlement before releasing any sale cattle. Payment in full must be made before cattle can be released and shipped. Exchange rates will be announced sale day and the sale will be held in 

Canadian funds.

BIDDING: All animals to sell through the sale must be sold by auction with each animal selling to the highest bidder. Private sales will not be allowed except as otherwise provided for in the terms and conditions. No by-bidding will be permitted. 

DISPUTES: In cases of disputes, bidding will be reopened between the parties involved in the dispute. If no further bid is made, the buyer will be the person from whom the auctioneer accepted the last bid and the auctioneer’s decision will be final.

ANNOUNCEMENTS: Any announcement from the auction block will take precedence over the printed matter in the catalogue. Buyers are therefore cautioned to pay attention to any such announcements.

LIABILITIES: All persons attend the sale at the their own risk.

CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRY: A registration certificate issued by the applicable breed association and a certificate of registry duly transferred will be furnished to the buyer of each animal after final payment has been made. 

PREGNANCY INFORMATION: All bred females have been pregnancy examined by an accredited veterinarian, who has provided the seller with an estimated length of gestation. The estimated gestation period shall be used only as a guideline to 

calving and is not a guarantee of actual service. Bohrson Marketing Services will provide supplement sheets with breeding services provided for the purchaser.

HEALTH: All sale animals have met all necessary health requirements and it is the buyer’s responsibility and expense to determine health requirements for importing any animal into his province or state. Bohrson Marketing Services assume no 

responsibility for the health status of any animal in the sale.

PURCHASER’S RISK:  Each animal becomes the risk of the purchaser as soon as sold. 

SHIPPING: Shipping of cattle, semen and/or embryos are the responsibility and expense of the purchaser. Purchasers are requested to provide shipping instructions at settlement on sale day.

INSURANCE: We strongly recommend insurances for full value on all purchases.

ACCIDENTS: Every precaution will be taken to protect the safety and comfort of buyers, neither the Sales Management, auctioneer, consignors or Association assumes any responsibility in this matter and disclaims any liability legal or otherwise in 

the event of accident or loss of property.

INFORMATION SUPPLIED: The information contained in this catalogue is believed to be true and accurate. The seller has provided the information to Bohrson Marketing Services and they assume no responsibility if the information supplied is 

not accurate.
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Thank you
    to all our past bidders & buyers.

Lots sold:
Gross:

Average:

Sale Day Report
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